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Study on Generation of Higher Order Orbital Angular
Momentum Modes and Parameters Affecting the Vortex
S. Singh*, M. D. Upadhayay*(C.A.), and S. Pal**

Abstract: In this manuscript, higher-order Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) modes and
parameters affecting vortex in the radiation pattern have been studied. A uniform circular
array resonating at 10 GHz frequency is formed using eight identical rectangular patch
antennas. Three uniform circular arrays are analyzed, simulated, and fabricated for OAM
modes 0, +1, and -1 respectively. The higher-order OAM modes ±2, ±3, and ±4 are
simulated and their effects on radiation and phase pattern are discussed. The effect of
number of antenna elements and radius of the circular array on the phase purity of higher
order OAM modes is presented. The results of simulated radiation patterns and phase front
are well satisfying the generation of OAM modes. The measured results show a close
agreement with the simulated result.

Keywords: Orbital Angular Momentum, Phase Pattern, Vortex, Power Phase Divider
Network.

1 Introduction1

R

EQUIREMENT of a high data rate is increasing
day by day, especially in mobile communication
due to an exponential increase in the number of
smartphone users. Due to limited spectrum and
polarization states, high-density adaptive coding and
channel sharing techniques have been developed for
achieving high data rates and increased channel
capacity. Still, the demand is partially met. Recently a
well-known concept of optical and quantum physics,
orbital angular momentum has been experimentally
introduced in microwave frequency to enhance the
spectrum efficiency and channel capacity by
multiplexing of orthogonal OAM modes [1-3]. OAM
modes of the propagating EM wave refer to the twisting
degree of the helical phase front [4].
Electromagnetic waves carry two types of
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momentum- linear momentum (LM) and angular
momentum (AM). The angular momentum of the EM
wave is composed of two contributions: the Spin
Angular Momentum (SAM) ‘S’ and the Orbital Angular
Momentum (OAM) ‘L’. SAM of EM wave is related to
field polarization and commonly characterized in righthanded circular polarization (RHCP) and left-handed
circular polarization (LHCP) [5, 6]. While OAM
depends on the phase of entire field distribution over the
azimuth plane. Which describes a helical/twisted phase
front and the degree of twisted wavefront defines the
OAM mode number l and these twisted signals can
cram much more data into a single stream. In other
words, the OAM wave is providing the extra degree of
freedom without increasing the bandwidth [7].
Numerical explanation for developing the OAM
attributes using an antenna array in the radio beam is
well presented in 2007 by Thidé et al. [8]. Later, in
2012, Tamburini et al. demonstrated an experiment on
simultaneous transmission of the two different OAM
modes [3]. This work attracted the interest of
researchers to generate OAM beam in microwave
region. There are several techniques proposed by
researchers to generate OAM beam in radio waves, such
as spiral phase plate (SPP) [9-14], holographic
diffraction gratings [15, 16], dielectric resonator antenna
[17, 18], Complex fabrication technique like metasurfaces [19, 20], time switched array (TSA) [21], and
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phased uniform circular antenna (UCA) array [22, 26].
TSA required very complex electronic circuitry to
produce required time delay whereas phased UCA array
is one of the simplest ways to produce ±lth order OAM
mode with N number of antenna elements, because it is
easy to fabricate with printed circuit board (PCB) and
required no electronic circuitry. Due to the vortex
(intensity null) in boreside direction of OAM wave, its
reception was always a challenging task, to address this,
in February 2020 a distributed antennas scheme for
OAM wave in long distance transmission is
proposed [26].
The proposed work is an effort to design three
compact UCA array for OAM mode l = 0, -1, and +1
respectively and to analyze different OAM properties
like, vortex characteristic and OAM phase purity in its
totality by changing the design parameters like number
of antenna elements (N) used in UCA array, radius of
UCA array (R) and higher order OAM mode number l =
±2, ±3, and ±4. The paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2 brief theory, supporting mathematical analysis
with MATLAB simulations are presented. In Section 3
design of basic patch antenna is discussed. Section 4 is
based on design of three OAM antennas for mode 0, -1,
and +1 respectively. Further, Section 5 consist of a
discussion on simulated and measured results and
effects of number of antenna elements and radius of
UCA on the vortex of OAM antenna. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2 Theory And Analysis Of Oam Wave
If an electromagnetic field is located within a volume
V, then its total linear momentum can be calculated as:
P EM    E  B  dV . Where ε, E and B are
permittivity, electric field, and magnetic field
respectively. The integrand can be interpreted as a
density of electromagnetic momentum, known as linear
momentum density P    E  B  . Similarly, angular
momentum is also related to the pointing vector and the
energy flux of the electromagnetic field. The total
angular momentum of an electromagnetic field
contained in a volume is [5, 27]:

J EM    r  r0     E  B dV .
The angular momentum density J is defined as:
J  r0    r  r0     E  B  . For the origin r0  0 and
r is general observation point. From a practical point
of view, the angular momentum is a quantity associated
with rotational dynamics. Angular-momentum density J
is related to the linear-momentum density P, through
J  r  P [5, 27].
Based on the above discussion, a circular array of
linearly polarized patch antennas, which are placed at a
uniform distance to each other and each patch antenna
element is fed with a signal of equal magnitude and
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increasing or decreasing the electrical phase shift of
2πl/N radian to generate the OAM wave. Increment or
decrement in phase depends on the sign of the OAM
mode number l. The largest possible OAM mode
number (lmax) that can be generated by an antenna array
of N number of elements is –N/2 < lmax < N/2. The
electrical field vector E(r) at an observation point
P(r, θ, ϕ') can be given by [4, 5].

E  r   J
 J



µ0 ω N il n e ik r r
e  r  r dV n'
4 n 1
n
µ0 ωL e  ikr
4
r

N

e 

i k .r  l n 

n 1

(1)

where J is the constant current density vector of the
identical patch antenna elements, L is the electric length
of the patch element, µ0 is the magnetic permeability in
the vacuum, and ω and k are the angular frequency and
wave vector, respectively. φn = 2πn/N is the angle of the
nth array element position where n = 1, 2, …, N. ‘R’ is
the radius of the array, and N is the total number of
antenna elements present in the array. The distance
between spatial locations of each element to the
observation point P is given by:

rn  R sin  cos    n 

(2)

To obtain the behavior of the phase distribution of the
field over azimuth plane for different OAM mode
number l, the phase component in (3) must be
stationary, i.e.

k .r  l .  constant

(3)

As per (3), phase front variation of the electric field
for different OAM modes over the distance of 2λ along
the propagation are calculated (through MATLAB
program) and shown in Fig. 1.
3 Basic Planner Antenna
A circular array antenna consisting of eight numbers
of inset fed antenna elements that resonate at 10 GHz is
designed through CST full-wave electromagnetic
simulator. The schematic of an antenna element is
shown in Fig. 2(a). FR-4 is used as substrate material
with the relative permittivity of εr = 4.3, loss tangent =
0.025, and substrate height h = 1.6 mm. The basic
antenna element has a length and width of lp = 6.7 mm
and wp = 6.2 mm respectively. Inset feed length is
fl = 3 mm and the notch gap is ng = 0.2 mm. The
frequency-dependent |S11| characteristic is shown in
Fig. 3(d). Inset feed line width is fw = 0.7 mm, which
chosen to correspond to the 100-Ohm impedance line. It
is very common to use the 50-Ohm line as inset feed but
the use of a 100-Ohm line reduces the complexity of the
phase divider circuit. The width of the patch antenna is
optimally reduced for the overall compactness of the
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 1 Perspective view of analyzed phase front variation over 2λ: a) OAM mode = 0 (Plane wave), b) OAM mode = 1 (Single helical
Phase front), and c) OAM mode = 2 (Double helical Phase front).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
Fig. 2 Schematic of : a) antenna element, b) phase divider network for OAM mode ‘0’, and c) phase divider network for OAM mode
‘-1’ phase shifter; Fabricated OAM antenna with N = 8, R = 16 mm for: d) mode l = 0, e) mode l = -1, and f) mode l = +1.

array and reduction of mutual interference between the
patch elements.
4 OAM Antenna Structure for Three Different
Modes
Antenna structures for OAM modes 0, -1, and +1 are
designed by using the microstrip phase-shifted power
divider network. The fabricated structures with phase
divider network for OAM mode 0, -1, and +1 are shown
in Fig. 2.
Phase divider network for +1 mode is a mirror image
of -1 mode along the Y-axis, hence it is not shown in
Fig. 2 to save the space. At the center of UCA a 50Ohm coaxial feed is connected as port (1) and eight
output ports (2 to 9) of network are used to connect the
eight antenna elements. For the generation of OAM
wave, an electrical phase shift of 2πl/N radian is
maintained, because OAM mode number l depends on
the progressive phase shift between each successive
antenna. The microstrip feeding networks with a
progressive phase shift of 0°, –45°, and 45° are designed

for achieving OAM mode 0, mode -1, and mode +1
respectively and the results of successive electrical
phase difference are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The
requisite electrical phase shifts are achieved by varying
the physical length in terms of guided wavelength in
microstrip structure. To get 45° relative electrical phase
difference between two consecutive paths, the required
difference in physical length must be λg/8.
Requisite electrical phase shifts are achieved by varying
the physical length in terms of guided wavelength in
microstrip structure. To get 45° relative electrical phase
difference between two consecutive paths, the required
difference in physical length must be λg/8. All antenna
elements are fed with the same phase at 10 GHz for
generation of OAM mode 0 and the results are shown in
Fig. 3(a). For generation of mode number -1,
progressive electrical phase of –45° between successive
antenna elements is given at 10 GHz. It is observed that
the orientation of nth and (n+4)th (keeping n = 1 to 4)
antenna elements are opposite to each other, which
creates the radiating field opposite to each other (180 0
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out of phase) so the physical length of feed line for
OAM mode -1 for nth and (n+4)th antenna elements is
kept same as depicted in Fig. 2. Hence, phase plots of
four cases are shown in Fig. 3(b). For generation of
mode +1, the electrical phase between successive
antenna elements is kept +45° degrees at 10 GHz. Phase
divider network for OAM mode +1 is a mirror image of
OAM mode -1 along the Y-axis which makes the
relative phase leading in nature. Impedance transformer
of characteristics impedance 70.7 Ohm and quarter
wavelength 4.2 mm is used for improvement in
impedance bandwidth.
To minimize the radiation side lobes and to reduce
inter-element mutual coupling, the radius ‘R’ of circular
array plays an important role. Increase in the radius
results reduction in inter-element mutual coupling. This
occurs due to the increment in inter element spacing.
After many iterations, an optimal radius is taken to be
0.53 times of free space wavelength and corresponding
to this radius inter-element mutual coupling is found to
be below -25 dB, as shown in Fig. 3(c). Inter-element
mutual coupling is found to be responsible for
frequency deviation from its center frequency as shown
in Fig. 3(d).
5 Results and Discussions
The simulated transmission phase of 0° phase divider
network is shown in Fig. 3(a) when input is applied to
port 1 (located at the center of UCA) and outputs are
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observed at port 2 to 9 (at the feed points of all patch
antenna elements). The simulated result clearly shows
almost 0° phase difference at 10 GHz. Fig. 3(b) shows
-45° phase difference at 10 GHz for –45° phase divider
network that is used to achieve –45° progressive phase
shift for –1 OAM mode antenna. Similarly +45°
progressive phase divider network is designed to
generate +1 OAM mode. This network is mirror image
of –45° phase divider network, therefore results are not
shown. The simulated mutual coupling (transmission
coefficients) due to spatial placement of eight antenna
elements for UCA radius R = 16 mm is shown in
Fig. 3(c). Measured and simulated return losses of OAM
mode 0, –1, and +1 arrays are shown in Fig. 3(d). These
results are found to be nearly similar, but having a small
shift in frequency. The shift in frequency may be
because of fabrication tolerance and/or impedance
mismatch of antenna elements with the phase divider
network due to inter-element mutual coupling.
The measured |S11| of proposed antenna at 10 GHz
frequency for OAM modes 0, -1, and +1 are -14.9 dB,
-10.04 dB, and -14.5 dB respectively, which are in good
agreement with the simulated |S11| for the same modes
that are -18.9 dB, 10.3 dB, and -11.7 dB respectively at
10 GHz, shown in Fig. 3(d). Simulated radiation
patterns of single antenna element and eight elements
antenna arrays (for modes 0, +1, +2, +3, and +4) are
shown in Fig. 4(a). Single antenna element has the main
lobe magnitude of 6.21 dBi, along 0° elevation angle,

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 3 a) Simulated Phase shift between ports for OAM mode 0, b) Simulated phase shift between ports for OAM mode -1,
c) Simulated transmission coefficient (mutual coupling) between each antenna element for R = 16 mm. d) Measured and simulated
S11 of N = 8, R = 16 mm antenna array for OAM mode 0, -1, and +1.
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3dB angular beam width of 95.1° and side-lobe level of
-15.7 dB.
It is interesting to note that antenna array (for mode 0,
+1, +2, +3, and +4) has vortex along 0^0 elevation
angle while the single antenna element has the main
lobe in the same direction. Vortex occurs in bore side
direction as electric fields cancel each other in this
direction. It is also observed from Fig. 4(a) that as OAM
mode number l increases from 0 to +4 the angular width
of vortex null increases and the main lobe magnitude
decreases.
The main lobe of 0 to +4 OAM mode antennas have
magnitudes of 9.6 dBi, 9.532 dBi, 6.33 dBi, 6.15 dBi,
and 4.84 dBi, respectively. The main lobe direction of
OAM mode 0 antennas is in 23° and 337° elevation
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angle. The -10 dB point is observed at approximately
4.4° and 355.6°, so the -10 dB vortex null-width is 8.8°.
In the case of OAM mode +1 the main lobe direction is
in 23° and 337° elevation angle. The -10 dB point is
observed at approximately 4.6° and 355.4°, so the 10 dB vortex null-width is 9.2°. For OAM mode +2 the
main lobe direction is in 23° and 337° elevation angle.
The -10 dB point is observed at approximately 4.8° and
355.2°, so the -10 dB vortex null-width is 9.6°. For
OAM mode +3 the main lobe direction is in is in 36°
and 324° elevation angle. The -10 dB point is observed
at approximately 12.6° and347.4°, so the -10 dB vortex
null-width is 25.2°. For OAM mode +4, the main lobe
direction is in 53° and 307° elevation angle. The -10 dB
point is observed at approximately 23.2° and 336.8°,

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 4 Radiation pattern: a) Simulated antenna element, eight element OAM array mode 0, +1, +2,+3, and +4 for array radius
R = 16 mm, b) Simulated for N = 4, 6, and 8 keeping l = +1 and R = 16 mm, c) Simulated for R = 14, 16, 18, and 20 keeping N = 8
and l = +1, and d) Measured radiation pattern for eight element OAM mode 0, -1, and +1 antenna array.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5 Simulated 3D radiation pattern of eight element OAM antenna of: a) mode 0, b) mode +1, and c) mode -1.
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(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
Fig. 6 Simulated 3D phase pattern of eight element OAM antenna of: a) mode +1, b) mode -1, c) mode 0, d) mode +2, e) mode +3,
and f) mode +4.

therefore the -10 dB vortex null-width is 46.4°.
Vortex formation occurs due to the cancellation of
fields from opposite antenna elements and the amount
of field cancellation in bore-side direction (00 elevation
angle) is represented as vortex-depth, which shows the
amount of field cancellation. The vortex-depth for OAM
mode 0 to +4 is -85dB, -88 dB, -56 dB, -15.7 dB, -49.5
dB, respectively. Keeping the limit –N/2 < lmax < N/2,
the radiation pattern for mode 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, and ±4 is
simulated. It is observed that the radiation patterns for
OAM modes -1, -2, -3, and -4 are identical to the modes
+1, +2, +3, and +4 respectively. For an OAM mode
number l, the angular width of the vortex and radiation
pattern does not change with the ± sign of any OAM
mode number (±l), only the direction of phase rotation
changes with ± sign of mode number as shown in Fig. 6.
By keeping the radius of antenna array constant (R =
16 mm) for any particular OAM mode (here OAM
mode l = +1 is shown) and varying the number of
antenna elements (N = 4, 6, 8) in UCA, the radiation
pattern for each case is observed and results are shown
in Fig. 4(b). This is observed that as the number of
antenna elements ‘N’ increases, the null-width of the
vortex and antenna gain increases. In the case of four
element UCA (N = 4) the main lobes are in the direction
of 20° and 340° elevation angle with the absolute
directivity of 5.725 dBi. The -10 dB point is observed at
approximately 4° and 356°, so the -10 dB vortex beamwidth is 8° and vortex-depth along bore-side is
-81.2 dB. In case of six element UCA (N = 6) the main
lobe direction is in 21° and 339° with the absolute
directivity of 8.408 dBi. The -10 dB point is observed at
4.2° and 355.8°, so the -10 dB vortex beam-width is
8.4° and vortex-depth along bore-side is -86 dB. In the

case of eight element UCA (N = 8) the main lobe
direction is in 23° and 337° with the absolute directivity
of 9.826 dBi. The -10 dB point is observed at 4.5° and
355.5° approximately, hence the -10 dB vortex beamwidth is 9° and vortex-depth along bore-side is
-87.3 dB.
The array radius (R) is varied from 14 mm to 20 mm
in step of 2 mm and keeping the number of antenna
elements N = 8 and mode l = +1 constant. This results
that as array radius R increases the angular width of the
vortex decreases as shown in Fig. 4(c). For R = 14 mm,
the main lobe direction is in 34° and 326° elevation
angle with the absolute directivity of 8.457 dBi. The
-10 dB point is observed at approximately 6.8° and
353.2°, so the -10 dB vortex null-width is 13.6° and
vortex-depth along bore-side direction is -77.3 dB. For
R = 16 mm, the main lobe direction is in is in 27° and
333° elevation angle with the absolute directivity of
9.516 dBi. The -10 dB point is observed at
approximately 5.2° and 354.8°, so the -10 dB vortex
null-width is 10.4° and vortex-depth along bore-side
direction is -77.5 dB. For R = 18 mm, the main lobe
direction is in 23° and 337° elevation angle with the
absolute directivity of 9.826 dBi. The -10 dB point is
observed at approximately 4.8° and 355.2°, so the
-10 dB vortex null-width is 9.6° and vortex-depth along
bore-side direction is -87.3 dB. For R = 20 mm, the
main lobe direction is in 22° and 338° elevation angle
with the absolute directivity of 9.399 dBi. The -10 dB
point is observed at approximately 4.5° and 355.5°, so
the -10 dB vortex null-width is 9° and vortex-depth
along bore-side direction is -78.1 dB.
The measured radiation pattern (normalized) of all
three fabricated antennas are shown in Fig. 4(d). These
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radiation patterns also have vortex along the bore side.
Measured radiation patterns are obtained to be closely
matching with the simulated patterns, as shown in
Fig. 5. Simulated 3D phase pattern for OAM modes +1,
–1, 0, +2, +3, and +4 are shown in Fig. 6. The rotating
phase front of the wave supports the OAM concept and
the rotation direction is clockwise and counterclockwise for the negative mode number and positive
mode number respectively. These rotating phase fronts
are very similar to the numerically obtain phase front
from (4) (Fig. 1). From the simulation of the phase front
for mode ±4 (Fig. 6(f)), the conclusion has been drawn
that, as the mode number increases beyond the limit
-N/2 < lmax < N/2 (-4 < lmax < 4), the purity of the OAM
phase decreases. Higher order mode number has a
higher progressive phase shift Δφl as φl = 2πl/N (here
N = 8), hence differential phase shift increases as shown
in Table 1.
OAM antenna has the rotating phase front in both near
field and far field. The distance between AUT and
reference antenna is kept greater than 2D2/λ for far field,
where D is the largest dimension of the test antenna and
λ is free space wavelength. The proposed miniaturized
antenna array has circular geometry with diameter
10.35 mm, so the far field distance must be more than
39.4 mm. The phase of all three OAM antenna is

l n
l=0
l=1
l=2
l=3
l=4
l=5
l=6
l=7
l=8

φ0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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measured in 2D square plane (test plane) parallel to the
aperture of the transmitting OAM antenna (test
antenna). A monopole antenna is connected with vector
network analyzer (VNA) through phase-stable cable and
is used as probe to detect the phase at 20 cm away from
the test antenna. The orientation of the probe antenna is
kept parallel to the aperture of the test antenna. The size
of test plane is 10 cm×10 cm and 400 phase samples are
recorded through VNA, by moving the probe in the test
plane in steps of 5 mm along both in X and Y-plane.
These recorded phases are processed and plotted in
MatLab to obtain the phase distributions. This phase
measurement procedure is carried out for OAM antenna
of modes –1 and 1. The measured results are shown in
Fig. 7, which exhibits the same trend as simulated result
as shown in Fig. 6. The aperture of receiver antenna
should be larger than the aperture of OAM antenna, due
to presence of the vortex in the center of OAM antenna.
The comparison with the two similar kinds of reported
work is shown in Table 2. This clearly shows, the
proposed three OAM antenna designs have single
layered compact structure and can generate more than
two modes relative to other reported OAM antennas.
Our work gives the detailed insight of vortex depth and
vortex null for different OAM modes; for various array
radius; and for different number of antenna elements.

Table 1 Mode number and progressive phase shift (in radian) in eight element OAM antenna.
φ1
φ2
φ3
φ4
φ5
φ6
φ7
π/4
π/2
3π/4
π
5π/4
6π/4
7π/4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.79
1.57
2.36
3.14
3.93
4.71
5.50
1.57
3.14
4.71
6.28
7.85
9.43
11.00
2.36
4.71
7.07
9.43
11.78
14.14
16.49
3.14
6.28
9.43
12.57
15.71
18.85
21.99
3.93
7.86
11.78
15.71
19.64
23.56
27.49
4.71
9.43
14.14
18.85
23.56
28.27
32.99
5.50
11.00
16.49
21.99
27.49
32.99
38.49
6.28
12.57
18.85
25.13
31.42
37.70
43.98

Δφ = φn – φn–1
0
0.79
1.57
2.36
3.14
3.93
4.71
5.50
6.28

(a)
(b)
Fig. 7 Measured phase front of eight element OAM antenna array at 10 GHz of on a square plane (100 mm×100 mm) at a distance of
200 mm; a) mode +1 and b) mode -1.
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Table 2 Comparison of different parameters.
Parameters
Ref. [22]
Array radius
18 mm
No. of elements
8
Array elements orientation
Linear, (along Y axis)
Antenna designed for modes
+1, -1
Feed line design for modes
+1, -1
Effect of array radius
Not discussed
Effect of number of antenna element
Not discussed
Structure of antenna
Single layer
Vortex-depth and vortex null-width of different OAM mode
Not discussed
OAM modes with single antenna
One

Further, we demonstrated the study on phase purity for
higher order OAM modes.
6 Conclusion
OAM antennas for different modes have been
designed, fabricated, and tested. Parametric variation for
all modes has been studied and taken into consideration
for designing such a novel OAM antenna structure
without sacrificing the purity of OAM mode. The
proposed uniform circular radial element array has a
radius of 16 mm. Hence, it is compact among reported
OAM antenna at 10 GHz.
Three OAM antenna arrays have been designed with
specific feed networks for OAM mode 0, –1, and +1.
Simulated and measured results show that the designed
circular arrays have the property of the generating OAM
beam. The result of the simulated antenna array for
OAM mode ±2 and ±3 has been discussed. This study
may be useful in designing a good practical OAM
antenna for achieving higher channel capability,
especially in MIMO applications.
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